INNOVATIVE LASER TECHNOLOGIES IN BRAIN TUMORS SURGERY
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The article presents the results of application of innovative laser technologies in the surgical treatment of brain tumors. The article reviews the problems of a differentiated approach to the choice of the laser source as well as optimization of intraoperative application of laser dissection effects, vaporization, coagulation and thermal destruction of tumor tissue, providing increase of surgery efficiency degree and patients’ quality of life. The results of studies on the development of laser surgery planning method and intraoperative navigation maintenance for brain tumors laser surgery method are presented.
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Introduction

The problem of brain tumors surgical treatment is one of the most pressing in modern oncology. The incidence rate of primary benign and malignant brain tumors in industrialized countries is more than 14 cases per 100 thousand people. Metastatic (secondary) brain tumors are being diagnosed in 3–4 times more frequently. The number of brain metastatic tumors increases significantly every year, due to the widespread growth of cancer pathology as a whole. [1] Annually, neurosurgical clinics of Ukraine carry out up to 5000 surgeries for brain tumors. The efficiency of therapeutic interventions in neoplastic brain lesion is defined by the level of applied range of advanced technical means of early highly informative diagnosis and innovative surgical techniques. Such modern methods of neuroimaging diagnostics, as X-ray computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging...
(MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), allow revealing the tumor brain lesion in the early disease stages, and thus define the appropriate range of therapeutic means of influence on tumor process, providing the treatment efficacy, quality of life and patients life expectancy increase. The key to successful surgical treatment of patients with brain tumors is application of modern microsurgical techniques of tumor removal, neuronavigation, ultrasound and endoscopic techniques. The brand new high level of brain tumors surgery is achieved by laser technologies application. [2-8]

**Materials and methods**

With the use of surgical laser technology, 660 surgeries for removal of intracerebral and extracerebral brain tumors have been conducted at the SI “Romodanov Neurosurgery Institute, National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine”. We have our own experience in clinical application of surgical laser devices of domestic and foreign production, and this allowed the development of innovative technologies for surgical treatment of brain tumors of various sites, histological structure and grade. To remove the brain tumors, we applied the following devices: “Sayany MT” carbon dioxide laser device (emission wavelength of 10.6 micrometers), “Raduga-1” neodymium-YAG laser device (emission wavelength of 1.06 microns), COHERENT “Versa Pulse Select” holmium-YAG laser (emission wavelength of 2.1 micron), “Lika-khirurg” (wavelength 0.808 micron) and “Lika-khirurg M” (wavelength 1.47 microns) semiconductor laser devices.

Preoperative examination included performance of X-ray computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, functional magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic resonance angiography, magnetic resonance tractography, single photon emission computed tomography. Comprehensive assessment of the imaging studies findings allow the tumor process verification and obtaining of the diagnostic information about the topography, size, tumor growth areas characteristics, lesions of the surrounding anatomical structures and borderline functionally important and vital brain structures, to identify the main sources tumor blood supply, to determine the degree of tumor vascularization, to establish the presence of cystic component, necrotic changes sites, and foci of intra-tumor hemorrhage.

Currently, the clinic of neuro-oncology Institute of Neurosurgery performs laser brain tumors microsurgery with intraoperative application of “StealthStation TREON Rlus” neuronavigation station (Medtronic, USA), which is equipped with a telemonitoring system in real time mode, which allows for control and correction of all stages of laser-surgical effects on tumor. [1,9] In application of surgical navigation, the results of neuroimaging studies were integrated into the navigation system and spatial modeling of 3D relief of cerebral hemispheres surface, brain convolutions and sulci cerebri was performed, anatomical and topographical tumor relationship to the surrounding brain structures, main arteries, venous basin, brain ventricular system was determined, stereotactic calculations and tracing for the best transcortical surgical access to the tumor, tumor segmentation and contouring, as well as the choice of the laser irradiation area was performed. Subsequently, we determined the optimum extent of planned surgical intervention and differentiated use of laser technology, using the developed laser microsurgery techniques and methods of laser tumor removal.

**Results and discussion**

In laser-surgical brain tumors removal the following methods are used: method of tumor tissue laser incision and excision, method of laser photocoagulation with devascularization of hypervascularized tumor areas, method of layer-by-layer laser vaporization of small tumor parts in there expansion to the functionally important and vital brain areas, method of laser thermal destruction of invasive expanding tumor fragments. The destructive effect of the tumor tissue exposure to high-energy laser radiation is confirmed by morphological studies, including electron microscopy findings. [10-15] Modulating the laser parameters enables achievement of the intended effect of ablative influence on the tumor tissue, providing the surgery efficiency due to the cytoreduction. At that, it is necessary to apply the differentiated approach to laser radiation of different wavelength, of lasing regime, of radiation power and power density. To remove the tumor tissue using a laser vaporization method, the most appropriate way is to use the infrared carbon dioxide laser, the defocused beam of which allows performance of visually controlled layer-by-layer tumor tissue "evaporation", and this eliminates the factor of traction mechanical effect on adjacent brain structures. Infrared YAG-neodymium laser radiation has good coagulation properties, ensuring the effect of tumor tissue devascularization. Therefore, exposure of hypervascularized tumor areas to the radiation of YAG-Neodymium laser leads to coagulation of newly formed abnormal tumor vessels, resulting in their thrombosing, and then the tumor tissue becomes “bloodless”, its size decreases (shrinks), and tumor cells “die” due to hyperthermia. Application of laser destruction method eliminates the need for tumor resection and surgical ablation of tumor tissue fragments directly in functionally important and vital brain areas, intraoperative traumatization of which is associated with the risk of postoperative persistent neurological deficit. YAG-holmium laser radiation allows performance of segmental excision and removal of calcified and ossified high-density tumor tissues. Currently, to remove the tumors of functionally significant speech-motor brain areas, as well as tumors that spread to the vital median brain formations, we use the “Lika-Khirurg” (214 surgeries performed) and
“Lika-KhirurgM” (37 surgeries performed) semiconductor surgical laser devices; at high power density, their radiation provides tumor tissue dissection and vaporization, and when the density is lowered, the effect of laser photoocoagulation and laser thermal destruction is achieved. For the removal of tumors, which spread to the “critical” functionally significant (mainly speech-motor areas) and vital (median) brain parts, the laser stage of surgery is performed under control of neuronavigation, which ensures a high degree of laser radiation accuracy in exposure of the tumor tissue within the tumor “node”, without damaging the adjacent brain structures. The final stage of the surgery with application of the defocused laser irradiation includes performance of thermal destruction of tumor infiltration areas of the resected tumor bed walls.

We have developed an innovative method of brain tumors removal with laser, applied together with the multimodal neuronavigation in real time mode, and this allows exposure of the tumor tissue to the laser thermal effect. And imaging of this tissue on the screen is provided due to the computerized integration of MRI, MSCT and SPECT images into the navigation station. The virtual 3D planning of laser surgery is performed at the preoperative stage, when we determine the areas for laser irradiation and adjacent topography of the brain structures, main arterial vessels, and venous basins. [9,16] Thus, using the neuronavigation based on the results of CT, MRI, functional MRI, MR-tractography, MR-venography and SPECT studies surgical access to the tumor and the laser radiation path are planned. In the process of laser-surgical tumor removal, the data of virtual 3D planning of the surgery are directly compared to the image of the surgical area in real time mode, and this allows not only to perform the navigation control of all surgery stages, but also to perform the intraoperative navigation verification of the removed tumor tissue extent.

Conclusion

Laser surgery of brain tumors is a progressive method of modern neurooncology. The brand new highly effective methods of brain tumors removal have been developed, using the laser technologies. Application of innovative laser-surgical methods of brain tumors removal, based on a differentiated use of high-energy laser radiation of different wavelengths and power density, allows reduction of the surgery risks and increasing the surgery efficiency degree, providing the high quality of life for patients, who underwent surgery. Together with multimodal neuronavigation, the method of laser thermal destruction of brain tumors, used in removing of tumors in functionally important and vital brain parts, enables intraoperative orientation in topographic relationship of tumor to the surrounding anatomical structures, and thus the accuracy of tumor tissue exposure to laser is improves and laser surgical procedures safety is provided. New opportunities of laser surgery in intracerebral malignant tumors are available due to the intraoperative application of fluorescent tumor imaging method with application of 5-aminolevulinic acid; this allows identification of tumor tissue expansion and performance of tumor laser irradiation and thermal destruction, preserving the anatomical and functional integrity of the adjacent brain structures. [5,17] A promising method of laser radiation application in the deep intracerebral tumors is the development of endoscopic navigation controlled laser interstitial thermal therapy method. [11,16,18-20]

A combined performance of thermal destruction and photodynamic therapy may be considered, as a highly efficient method of increasing the surgery efficiency in infiltrative intracerebral tumors. [21-24]
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